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Char
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a
G
Grap
phs
iTip # 2 – (vssn. 1.0 12/
/01/2012)
iTips prrovide guid
dance on top
pics important to thee FPA comm
munity. Th
hey explain
n the
applicattion of IFPUG FPA method
m
in a particularr situation. iTips are not rules, but
interpre
etation of the rules, and
a provide
e guidance using a realistic exam
mple to
explain the topic being
b
coverred.
This iTiip is focuse
ed on describing the IFPUG FPA
A method a
as it appliees to
measuriing output presented
d as charts and graph
hs availablee in a typiccal applicattion.
This iTiip includes a series off examples but is not an exhausstive examiination of tthe
subject.

Backg
ground
Charts and
a graphss are effecttive tools fo
or displayin
ng data to end users.. Often it iss
easier to
o comprehe
end data presented in
n charts an
nd graphs a
as opposed
d to a tabullar
presentation of the
e same datta. It’s been
n said thatt “a picturee is worth a thousand
d
w
beyo
ond debate
e is the sim
mple fact th
hat charts a
and graphss are
words”; however, what’s
measure
ed using th
he same IF
FPUG FPA rules appllied to otheer forms of output.

The Pattriot Flag Company
C
sells two prroducts: fla
ags with pooles and fla
ags withoutt
poles. They
T
record
d their sales of each product mon
nthly. They
y wish to d
display a ba
ar
chart off a month’s sales.
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Examp
ple – Sim
mple Bar
r Chart
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If the da
ata to be diisplayed in
n a chart orr graph is ccalculated, the chart or graph iss
automatically an EO
E because
e the prima
ary intent is presentiing information to th
he
user and
d mathema
atical calcu
ulations are performeed. Therefoore, for the following
example
es we will limit
l
discussion to ca
ases where the data too be charteed or graph
hed
is retrie
eved from a data funcction without calculattion of thosse data values. To keeep
things simple,
s
we will assum
me that the data retrieved in eacch examplee is from a
single data
d
functio
on, that the
ere is a req
quirement for the abiility to initiiate the ch
hart
or graph
h, and thatt there are no applica
ation respon
nse messag
ges.
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This cha
art has two
o unique usser recogniizable, non
n-repeated attributes that cross the
boundarry during the
t processsing of the transaction
nal functioon retrieved
d from the
data fun
nction: Typ
pe of Produ
uct Sold and
d Quantity
y of Producct Sold for tthe Month.
Because
e the user specifically
s
y requested
d a bar cha
art, there iss an additioonal user
recognizzable, non-repeated attribute
a
th
hat crosses the bound
dary – the sscale for th
he
chart which is calcculated bassed on the retrieved d
data valuess. While th
his may nott
bvious, it so
ometimes helps
h
to go back to th
he manual iimplementtation that
seem ob
would occur if therre was no computer.
c
When
W
grap
phing manu
ually on grraph paperr,
once the
e values to be graphed are deterrmined thee next step is to deterrmine and
label the scale to be
b used for the graph. The valuees are then
n graphed a
against tha
at
scale. The bar cha
art has 3 un
nique user recognizab
ble attributtes and thee ability to
initiate the chart, resulting in
i 4 DETs. This bar cchart is an example oof a low
complex
xity EO.

Examp
ple – Pie
e Chart
In this example,
e
th
he same fla
ag sales infformation iis requesteed to be dissplayed on a
pie charrt.

Flagss without Poless
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Flagss with Poles
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M
Monthly
Sales

Because the user specifically requested a pie chart, there is an implied requirement
to display the percentages of each slice as they relate to the whole. Determining the
percentage requires a calculation to be performed, which causes this graph to be
categorized as an EO. This chart has two unique user recognizable, non-repeated
attribute that cross the boundary during the processing of the transactional
function retrieved from the data function: Type of Product Sold and Percentage of
each Product Sold for the Month and the ability to initiate the chart, resulting in 3
DETs. This pie chart is an example of a low complexity EO.

Summary
While the two examples given are very simplistic, they outline the things to
consider when assessing a chart or graph. Look at all of the user requirements. Are
there functional user requirements that are implied by the type of chart or graph
being requested such as charts with implied cumulative components (e.g., stacked
bar charts)? What would be considered as user recognizable if a manual process
were being executed rather than an automated one?

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
What if the Bar Chart also displays the graphed quantity?
The rule in effect here is to count “each unique user recognizable, non-repeated
attribute that cross the boundary during the processing of the transactional
function.” The quantity would now be displayed twice – once as a bar on the graph
and once as a number. They are different in how they are displayed, but not what is
displayed. Any other unique user recognizable, non-repeated attribute that crosses
the boundary during the processing of the transactional function would add
additional DETs. The same logic would apply if the percentages were displayed in
the pie chart. Quantities on the pie chart would be examples of additional DETs.
If the user provides a fixed scale as part of the input in the bar graph,
would it be counted the same?
No data would be calculated, so the transaction would be an EQ instead of an EO.
The DETs would still be the same.
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Most graphs and charts are low complexity EOs. However, the previous question
provided an EQ. When data comes from multiple data functions and more userrecognizable fields are input or displayed, the complexity of the function being
measured can progress to average or high. (When assessing potential DETs,
remember that literal fields such as report titles, screen or panel identifiers, column
headings and attribute titles are not counted.) It is up to the function point analyst
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Are all graphs and charts low complexity EOs?

to determine the correct elementary process, transactional function, and complexity
based on the user requirements for the function being measured.
What if there is messaging, e.g., “There are no values for your selected
criteria”?
“Count only one DET per transactional function for the ability to send an
application response message even if there are multiple messages” would apply
here, so one additional DET would be counted.
Does using a tool (e.g., Excel) vs. creating the output via algorithms (e.g.,
writing code to create the function) change the way that I consider the
outputs?
It does not change the way that you size the functionality. The same rules are
applied in the same way to measure the same functional size. It would result in
very different productivity measures and if you were estimating the effort to
develop or maintain the functionality, the factors applied would be very different.

Further Reading
IFPUG Counting Practices Manual, Part 1, Section 5.5 – Measure Transactional
Functions.
IFPUG Counting Practices Manual, Part 2, Chapter 7 – Measure Transactional
Functions.
http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/excel-help/available-chart-typesHA010342187.aspx?CTT=1#BMbarcharts
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IFPUG offers iTips at no charge to the international function point community to stimulate the further
promulgation and consistent application of the IFPUG FPA Method. IFPUG would appreciate if you or
your organization would support IFPUG in its mission by becoming a member. For further information
please visit www.ifpug.org or send an email to ifpug@ifpug.org. IFPUG thanks you for your support.

